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Alan I. Silver
Bassford Remele

A

l Silver is known as a go-to
litigator in the area of trust
and estate litigation. He has
represented some of the wealthiest
families in Minnesota, and has been involved in many of the most high-profile trust and estate lawsuits in Minnesota history. Many of those cases have
come to define the law in that area.
Silver points to a case he worked
on in the late 1990s when asked what
was the turning point to success in his
career.
“I was working at Doherty Rumble & Butler at a time when they
had a great trusts practice. The firm
closed in 1999, and I came to Bassford
Remele,” he says. “It wasn’t clear that
I would necessarily still have a trusts
and estates practice, because a lot of
that work had come to me from old
Doherty clients.
“Shortly before the firm closed,” he
continues, “I worked on a case representing the family that owned the
Creamette pasta company.” They sued
what was then Norwest Bank for failing to diversify trust assets, and Silver
was able to bring that case with him.
“After trial we got what was then the
largest recovery against a trustee in
Minnesota history,” he says. “It shook
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up the trust industry because it said
that concentrated assets weren’t OK.”
What’s the best advice you have for
someone following in your footsteps?
Never forget that it’s a rare privilege to be a lawyer. This isn’t just a
job, it’s a profession.
What’s the most memorable case
of your career?
My major area of practice is trust
and estates litigation. As a relatively young lawyer I worked on a case
where we represented the company that’s now U.S. Bank, defending
a claim from one of the branches of
the James J. Hill family. That branch
owned a large parcel of timberland
in Oregon, and there was a claim that
the timber had been mismanaged.
I was fortunate enough to work
on that case and basically co-led
a team working on three separate
Hill cases over seven years. I argued
more than 100 motions and really
learned trust and estates law. The
case was tried over 40 days and our
client was completely exonerated.
—Dan Heilman

